Extr a-Slim
Contemporary laminate surfaces

BLACKWOOD
(WOOD)

Outstanding surface
Spectra Extra-Slim
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Stylishly modern, cost-effective and quick
to install; it’s hardly surprising thinner
work surfaces are now the popular choice
for contemporary kitchens, bathrooms
and utility areas. It’s why we’re pleased
to introduce the Spectra Extra-Slim
range of laminate surfaces.
At just 12.5mm in thickness, Spectra Extra-Slim is one
of the thinnest work surfaces available on the market today.
It’s also one of the toughest too, not to mention most
versatile and sophisticated. In other words, everything you need
to turn your dream design into a brilliantly practical reality.
Want to know more? See pages 16-17 for full technical details.
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NAME
IRON
OXIDE
(FINISH)
(SLATE)

Hardworking by design
Work surfaces
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Spectra Extra-Slim work surfaces aren’t
simply designed to catch the eye.
They’re designed to be used. Day in,
day out. It’s why they’re made of
durable, waterproof materials that
can withstand both the hottest
kitchens and wettest bathrooms.
A choice of six stylish décors is available, including dramatic
dark woods, bold slates and striking concretes.
What’s more, curves can easily be created thanks to the work surfaces’
solid black core, providing even greater design flexibility.

Work surface dimensions
3065mm x 650mm x 12.5mm
(suitable for most kitchen schemes)
950mm x 950mm x 12.5mm
(suitable for curved work surfaces)
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IRON OXIDE
(SLATE)

T he p e r fe c t f i t
Sink and drainer grooves
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Unlike some laminate worktops,
Spectra Extra-Slim work surfaces are
completely waterproof. This means they can
be fitted with sleek undermounted sinks
and equipped with drainer grooves
for added practicality in the kitchen.

CONCRETE
WOODPRINT
(NATURE)

When investing in a new kitchen, it’s only natural you want
to keep it looking its best. Luckily, in addition to the practical benefit
of channelling water into the sink and protecting your cabinets from drips,
drainer grooves also strikingly complement the surface décor
by revealing the black core of the work surface.
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(FINISH)
(NATURE)

Room to live
Breakfast bar and
island surfaces
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

It’s often said the kitchen is the heart of
the home. And with the addition of a
Spectra Extra-Slim breakfast bar area
and island surface, you’ll have more
space than ever to prepare and share
food with family and friends.
Available in the same six décors and textures as the main work surfaces,
they can also be curved to follow your existing cabinet design.
Furthermore, to effortlessly match the style of your kitchen a
textured panel can be fitted to the gable end of your
Spectra Extra-Slim breakfast bar area and island surface.

Breakfast bar and island dimensions
3065mm x 950mm x 12.5mm
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WOODPRINT
(NATURE)

Beautifully practical
Upstands
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

In addition to providing a stylish and
hygienic barrier between your walls
and work surfaces, upstands are quick to
install and easy to wipe clean. They’re also
ideal for covering any gaps between
uneven walls and straight work surfaces.
To ensure a seamless continuation between surface and wall,
Spectra Extra-Slim upstands are available in the same
six décors and textures as the main work surface range.
They’re also easily removed and replaced should you wish
to refresh the look of your kitchen in the future.

Upstand dimensions
3065mm x 95mm x 12.5mm
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All angles covered
Splashbacks
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Not only will splashbacks prolong the
life of your work surfaces and walls by
protecting them against water and
impact, they can instantly transform
the look and feel of your kitchen.
And the benefits don’t end there.
They’re quick to install, a breeze to clean and easy to replace.
Not to mention a more cost-effective and hygienic alternative to tiles.
They’re also available in a range of sizes to keep unnecessary offcuts
to a minimum. Last but not least, they match perfectly to every
Spectra Extra-Slim work surface and breakfast bar
as they all share the same finishes.

Splashback dimensions
3050mm x 600mm x 9mm
3050mm x 1200mm x 9mm
950mm x 950mm x 12.5mm*
*

Can be used behind your hob in combination with other splashback dimensions.

Th e c l e a r a l t e r n a t iv e
If you’re looking to add a contrasting splashback or feature wall
in your kitchen, bathroom or utility room, check out the Mazan
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range of dazzlingly beautiful and affordable acrylic glass panels.

MAZAN MANGO GROVE (SOLID COLOUR)

Visit mazan-glass.co.uk for details.
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CONCRETE
WOODPRINT
(NATURE)

Recipe for success
Cabinet framing

Design versatility
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Matching
uptands

Integrated
drainer grooves
Co-ordinated
shelving

We understand a great deal of thought
goes into designing your perfect kitchen.
From the choice of cabinets and flooring,
to the style of sink and tap, it’s important
everything matches. That’s why every
Spectra Extra-Slim work surface features the
same eye-catching finish on both sides.

Extra-Slim 12.5mm
work surfaces

Authentic
surface textures
BLACKWOOD
(WOOD)

This enables complementary open shelving and cabinet framing in the
same distinctive décor and texture to be fitted in the kitchen, creating a consistent look
that’s sure to gain you more than a few passing compliments from guests.
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NAME
WOODSTOCK
(FINISH)
(WOOD)

Exceptional,
without exception
Quality
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Every Spectra Extra-Slim product
features technologies that deliver superior
performance against heat, water, impact
and daily wear*. This ensures every
work surface, upstand and splashback not
only provides remarkable strength and style,
but will do for many years to come.

It also goes without saying that hygiene is a key priority.
®

That’s why all our work surfaces are treated with Sanitized antimicrobial
hygiene function, which destroys more than 99% of bacteria in just 24 hours.

Why choose
Spectra Extra-Slim?

*

While Spectra Extra-Slim offers additional performance over other work surfaces,

standard work surface precautions such as heat protectors and chopping boards should still be used.

Extra-Slim

100%
Waterproof

Highly wear
resistant

Impressive impact
resistance

Heat resistant
up to 220°C

Resistant to water,

Abrasion resistance of up

Resistant to an impact of up to

Capable of withstanding

steam and

to 400 revolutions in the

500g from a maximum 2m drop

temperatures of up to

cooking stains†.

Taber Abraser test†.

(excluding sharp objects)†.

220°C for ten minutes†.

†

Tested to EN438 standards.

Contemporary laminate surfaces
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CONCRETE
WOODPRINT
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Strong first impression
Authentic textures
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

For many homeowners, the way a work surface feels
is just as important as the way it looks. With this
in mind, distinctive textures are applied across
the Spectra Extra-Slim range to give each of the
six décors available a much greater sense of realism.

Decisions, decisions
Décor options
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

To optimise functionality, every Spectra Extra-Slim work surface, breakfast bar and island surface
features the same stylish décor on both sides. All visible edges are solid black to provide a sharp
contrast with the six décors available, as shown below*.
*

Swatch sample scale is 1:2

IRON OXIDE
(SLATE)
Lava Flow I Slate

Ferric Stone I Nature

Blackwood I Wood

Woodstock I Wood

Iron Oxide I Slate

Concrete Woodprint I Nature

Slate
Highlighted by an embossed matt finish, Slate has the deep texture of slate and concrete.

Nature
This texture provides a subtle satin feel, evoking the raw sensation of granite.

Wood
Providing a grain texture within a matt and linear structure,
ingeniously creating the effect of natural wood.

Extra-Slim
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LAVA FLOW
(SLATE)

Choices, choices
Product availability
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

N o w i t ’s y o u r t u r n
DÉCOR NAME

WORK SURFACES

UPSTANDS

3065 x 650
x 12.5mm

3065 x 950
x 12.5mm

950 x 950
x 12.5mm

3065 x 95
x 12.5mm

SPLASHBACKS

3050 x 600
x 9mm*

3050 x 1200
x 9mm*

950 x 950
x 12.5mm**
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Woodstock
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TEXTURE

*MDF Core **Hob Panel

S t a r t d e s i g n i n g yo u r d r e a m k i t ch e n ,
utility room or bathroom
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spectraworksurfaces.co.uk
For sales and technical information please call 0121 561 4245,
or contact your local Spectra Extra-Slim work surface retailer.

Extra-Slim
Contemporary laminate surfaces

While every effort has been made to accurately represent the Spectra décors and textures, we’re unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations
of the brochure printing process. E&OE. We reserve the right to amend specifications of products without notice. All dimensions are nominal.

